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ABSTRACT 

 
Several architects whose works have been performed completed the questionnaire. There are 
some interesting points about mosque design as follow: consideration of Queble axis, 
classification of main and secondary spaces ,the proportion ,use of symbolic elements .Most of 
these architects emphasize on simplicity, symmetry ,and also they mostly have special attention 
to geometry in mosque architecture  .In the absence of main elements like dome ,minaret for 
creating individuality in mosque, there will be another elements such as sequence, keep the 
frontage, use of lighting and the special potentialities of the site , use of particular colors and 
decorations for creating individuality of mosque. 
KEY WORDS: Geometry; symmetry; balance; sequence; individuality; legibility. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
There are 57625 mosques in Iran which included 29512. They are built during 50years ago. The Main goal of 

this research is to collect the process of mosque design in Iran. One of the sources used in this way is the 
questionnaires which have been completed by experienced architects who have designed several mosques in recent 
years. 

Their opinions not only makes ready an useful description of standards and principles but also makes clear 
the main questions which are under consideration in mosque design. 
These questionnaires were sent to 30 architects who were mainly in Tehran. 

The responses were analyzed and what follows is the conclusion of contemporary architects, opinions. 
Historical study of mosque, analysis of existing mosques, the recognition of special ceremonies in mosques and 
religious commandments, Geometry, the relation between meteora and mosque, the recognition of mosque physics 
and its function in manufacture environment are the most urgent necessities both mental and instructional of 
architects in mosque design. 

The architects, responses show that their attention constantly is drawn to the individuality and purity of 
design. This is the main involvement and the most fundamental aim of design whether its architect believes in 
tradition, concept and meaning or he believes in modernism, symbolism. 
The architects, opinion also states that there is an archetype of mosque in the Mind of all architects with every 
tendency and it is the mosque with quadrangle and a Nave dome and minaret. 
 
1- According to statistics center of Iran-2001. Every architect emphasizes one some of these elements of this 
archetype according to his tendency. 

In Iran whatever an architect is modernist but he emphasizes on”tradition”. He has a powerful background 
about mosque. In his mind, mosque includes entrance, quadrangle, nave and mihrab along the general axis. 

The answers of architect have some prominent points in common such as priority of inner spaces to outer 
ones , main emphasize on nave and mihrab as the focal point of inner spaces. Tranquility , simplicity , purity, extent 
of spaces (inner or outer) order , geometry of space , light ,dignity (inner open space or outer ones ) ,the separation 
of spaces (minimum disturbance and maximum harmony) are the chief points to create a pure and spiritual space in 
mosque. 
 
The process of mosque design: 
 

After offering the project to the architect, firstly he needs some information about settlement – site ratio with 
mosque design pattern, direction of Queble and its extension location of quadrangle and nave, its dimension, 
location of entrance and the access. 

New form mosque in Iran 
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He tries to find the suitable space for important elements of mosque. 
The next stage is the physical planning of mosque, in which the architect tries to classify main and secondary 

spaces and diagram of the relation between these spaces. 
He /she search the symbolic elements which have spiritual values and imagine the general spatial layout of 

mosque for him/her. 
What the architect needs is some useful  information about texture and physical milieu to obtain the scale of  

layout .These necessary information is the land location ,land uses of sides ,the quality of views which existed in 
city edges, 

The location of accesses and also typology and morphology of mosque and houses .In this way he/she 
constantly refers to object and subject and gives special attention to symbolic elements. 

He/she studies contemporary mosques, cultural situation of his time and spatial necessities so that he can find 
out new solutions and the arrangement through the study and deduction of existing difficulties. 

The architect attempts to present his/her ideal layout sothat there no longer will be the existing difficulties in 
mosques and also the layout will be  up-to-date and meet the new needs of the society. 
Since the architect has special consideration to spiritual and symbolic quality of mosque, his /her important 
decisions are divided into 4 sections: 
1. Inner space-making, 2.the proportion of main elements in outer spaces 3. The allocation and separation of 
functions, 4.suitable designing of the accesses. 
According to the questionnaire, al of the architects have reffered to one of these four sections in mosque design: 
1) Creat inner spaces: the architect gives attention to these points :Queble axis , symmetry , minimum use of 
column in the nave ,the quality of lighting in the nave ,suitable tile-work, and the separation of functions inside the 
nave. 
2) The proportion of  main elements of outer spaces : in this part the considered points are as follow : The 
proportion of open spaces and enclosures, symmetry, order, porches and its 
Location in urban axis, dome, minaret, and at last suitable use of land form potentialities. 
3) The allocation and the separation of  functions : It includes the separation of men’s nave and women’s one, 
providing spaces inside the nave for various functions like prayer ,reading Quran, preaching, blessing. 
4)      The accesses :in this section the following points are necessary : to create open spaces in mosques for being 
accessible with pedestrian , accessibility of men and women to naves ,to adjust entrance to the nave ,through 
opposite side of Queble , inner traffic. 
 

In their most successful experiences in the mosque design ,the architects have shown simplicity ,association 
with texture, innovatory building of dome ,symbolic minaret, the sequence of the accesses, garth with portico, the 
hierarchy of spaces ,regular nave ,high and elevated with suitable light from ceiling ,maximum harmony between 
parts and elements ,compensation of the deviation of Queble ,and the suitable choice of entrance. 
How can we provide individuality and purity of inner and outer spaces in mosques if there are no main elements like 
dome, minaret, tile-work? 

The answer of this question defines the architectural forcible factors for providing individuality and purity of 
space. 

These elements include sequence ,to keep frontage, simplicity ,proportion, symmetry ,balance in the form of 
an ordered geometry ,associated with around texture, visual pattern (scintillations of light on the surface, use of 
natural light and  the rays of light that are the symbol of God and divinity , the reflection of light in the water, 
beautiful calligraphic decorations carrying  the names of Allah and Quran verses , curve surfaces , inner tile works , 
elevated windows with ogival arch ,beautiful work on decorational elements such as epigraph, emphasize on tile-
work, use of colors of green , azure , and white . 

All the above elements can provide individuality and purity of mosque. In general, we can say all of the 
architects emphasize on geometry in plan as an agent for ordering the details and providing simplicity of inner and 
outer form with the ability of suitable and balanced space- making. In their opinion the legibility of plan mostly is 
indebted to its geometry. Most of the architects insist on volumes and main spaces. Few of them agree about general 
symmetry but they don’t emphasize on it as an essential matter. 

In the mind of architects who received our questionnaire, in Iran mosque is a comfortable place, pure, simple, 
pleasant, agreeable, ordered, balanced and necessarily symmetric, and it has proportion with the sequence of 
accesses and spaces and the spaces are separated suitably in it . 

In Iran mosque is a place, possibly with quadrangle porch and nave .whether it has column or not, it is high 
and there is a beautiful connection between surface and ceiling. The naves are located according to Queble axis and 
the people should go inside from the opposite side of Queble. 

Deatails of brick and tile 
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